In this article we characterize the fields over which connected split semisimple algebraic groups and split Kac-Moody groups admit an Iwasawa decomposition.
Introduction
The Iwasawa decomposition of a connected semisimple complex Lie group or a connected semisimple split real Lie group is one of the most fundamental observations of classical Lie theory. It implies that the geometry of a connected semisimple complex resp. split real Lie group G is controlled by any maximal compact subgroup K. Examples are Weyl's unitarian trick in the representation theory of Lie groups, or the transitive action of K on the Tits building G/B. In the case of the connected semisimple split real Lie group of type G 2 the latter implies the existence of an interesting epimorphism from the real building of type G 2 , the real split Cayley hexagon, onto the real building of type A 2 , the real projective plane, by means of the epimorphism SO 4 (R) → SO 3 (R) (see [20] ). This epimorphism cannot be described using the group of type G 2 , because it is quasisimple.
To be able to transfer these ideas to a broader class of groups that includes the class of split Kac-Moody groups over arbitrary fields, we extend the notion of an Iwasawa decomposition in the following way, which is inspired by the fact that a maximal compact subgroup of a semisimple split Lie group is centralized by an involution: Our interest in Iwasawa decompositions stems from geometric group theory: the group G θ acts with a fundamental domain on the flag complex of the building G/B + , which is simply connected by [1, Theorem 4 .127], [46, Theorem 13.32] , if its rank is sufficiently large. Hence Tits' Lemma [36, Lemma 5] , [47, Corollary 1] yields a presentation of G θ by generators and relations.
Since G θ need not be finitely generated, this presentation is usually formulated as a universal enveloping result of an amalgam. The following theorem specifies the presentation we have in mind. Refer to Section 2 for a definition of a root group datum and the construction of the twin BN -pair resulting from it. Theorem 1. Let G be a group with a root group datum {U α } α∈Φ , and assume that G = G θ B + is an Iwasawa decomposition of G with respect to an involution θ. Furthermore, let Π be a system of fundamental roots of Φ and, for {α, β} ⊆ Π, let X α,β := U α , U −α , U β , U −β .
Then θ induces an involution on each X α,β , and G θ is the universal enveloping group of the amalgam ((X α,β ) θ ) {α,β}⊆Π of the subgroups of the θ-fixed elements of the groups X α,β .
The proof of Theorem 1 can be adapted as follows from what has been done in [18] and [21] for compact real forms of complex Lie groups and of complex Kac-Moody groups. The involution θ induces an involution of each group X α,β by Corollary 3.6. By the Iwasawa decomposition the group G θ acts with a fundamental domain on the flag complex ∆ associated to the building G/B + . Choose F to be a fundamental domain of ∆ stabilized by the standard torus T := B + ∩ N of G arising from the positive BN -pair of G. The stabilizers of the simplices of F of dimension zero and one with respect to the natural action of G on ∆ are exactly the groups (X α ) θ T and (X αβ ) θ T , α, β ∈ Π. By the simple connectedness of building geometries of rank at least three (cf. [1, Theorem 4.127] or [46, Theorem 13.32] ) plus Tits' Lemma (cf. [36, Lemma 5] , [47, Corollary 1] ) the group G θ equals the universal enveloping group of the amalgam ((X αβ ) θ T ) α,β∈Π . Finally, the torus T equals the universal enveloping group of the amalgam (T αβ ) α,β∈Π , where T αβ denotes the maximal torus T ∩ X αβ of X αβ , and so by [19, Lemma 29.3 ] the group G actually equals the universal enveloping group of the amalgam ((X αβ ) θ ) α,β∈Π . Remark 1.2. For a group G with a 3-spherical root group datum and an involution θ of G that interchanges B + and B − , the local-to-global criterion proposed in [14] allows one to study amalgam presentations of the subgroup G θ of θ-fixed elements even if G does not admit an Iwasawa decomposition with respect to θ. The main obstruction encountered when using that approach is establishing that certain two-dimensional simplicial complexes are simply connected. We refer the interested reader to [15] and [24] for an application of the criterion from [14] .
From Theorem 1 rises the question which groups actually admit an Iwasawa decomposition. In the literature one can find a lot of information on Iwasawa decompositions for prescribed ground fields, usually over the complex numbers C, the real numbers R, or real closed fields, cf. [4] , [5] , [25] , [26] , [31] , [37] . In [27] on the other hand, no fixed ground field is chosen. Instead, it is shown that, under the assumption that the ground field F is infinite and that each square is a fourth power, the Iwasawa decomposition, the polar decomposition and the KAK-decomposition of the subgroup of F-rational points of a connected reductive algebraic F-group are equivalent.
Neither do we choose a fixed field in this paper. Instead, in Theorem 2 below we characterize the fields F over which a group with an F-locally split root group datum (Definition 2.3) admits an Iwasawa decomposition. We point out that this class of groups contains the class of groups of F-rational points of a connected split semisimple algebraic group defined over F (cf. [43] ) and the class of split Kac-Moody groups over F (cf. [39] , [48] ). Not every group that admits an Iwasawa decomposition admits a polar or a KAK-decomposition.
For the next definition recall that any Cartan-Chevalley involution of (P)SL 2 (F) is given, resp. induced by the transpose-inverse automorphism with respect to the choice of a basis of the natural
Definition 1.3. Let F be a field, let σ be an automorphism of F of order 1 or 2, and let G be a group with an F-locally split root group datum {U α } α∈Φ . We call an automorphism θ ∈ Aut(G) a σ-twisted Chevalley involution of G, if it satisfies the following for all α ∈ Φ:
(ii) U θ α = U −α , and (iii) θ • σ induces a Cartan-Chevalley involution (resp. its image under the canonical projection) on
A σ-twisted Chevalley involution of a split Kac-Moody group can be constructed by taking the product of a sign automorphism and the field automorphism σ, see [9, Section 8.2] . The same is true for all split semisimple algebraic groups. Moreover, by Lemma 3.9 below a group with a 2-spherical F-locally split root group datum with |F| ≥ 4 also admits a σ-twisted Chevalley involution. Hence the following theorem applies to these three classes of groups. Remark 1.4. We emphasize that the above theorem does not state that each Iwasawa decomposition is realized by a σ-twisted Chevalley involution. For example, any involution σ of C yields an Iwasawa decomposition SL n (C) = SU n (C, θ σ )B + with respect to the σ-twisted Chevalley involution θ σ by the preceding theorem, because Fix C (σ) is real closed. Hence, given two distinct involutions σ 1 , σ 2 ∈ C, the involution (θ σ1 , θ σ2 ) yields an Iwasawa decomposition of the product SL n (C) × SL n (C) although it is not a σ-twisted Chevalley involution.
In a finite field F q of order q ≡ 3 mod 4 the element −1 is not a square, so that a sum of squares is plus or minus a square, because there exist exactly two square classes, cf. [35, Section VI §62]. Therefore, by Theorem 2, a group with an F q -locally split root group datum where all rank one subgroups are isomorphic to PSL 2 (F q ) admits an Iwasawa decomposition with respect to the standard Chevalley involution. We point out that it follows from inspection of the Chevalley groups of rank two (see [44] ) that the diagram of a group with an F-locally split root group datum must be right angled (i.e., any edge of the diagram is labelled with infinity), if all its rank one groups are isomorphic to PSL 2 (F). Nontrivial such examples can be obtained using free constructions (see [8, Example 2.8] , [40] ).
As mentioned before, among the most prominent groups that admit σ-twisted Chevalley involutions are the connected split semisimple algebraic groups and the split Kac-Moody groups. We explicitly re-state our characterization given in Theorem 2 for these two classes of groups.
Corollary 3. Let F be a field and let G be a connected split semisimple algebraic group defined over F or a split Kac-Moody group over F. The group G(F) admits an Iwasawa decomposition G(F) = G θ (F)B(F) if and only if F admits an automorphism σ of order 1 or 2 such that
of norms is a norm, or
, then a sum of norms is ±1 times a norm, with respect to the norm map N :
We remark that Corollary 3 also holds for split reductive algebraic groups, which in the setting we chose are excluded by axiom (RGD0) of Definition 2.3. By using a slightly more general notion of a group with a root group datum (such as in [49] ) one can generalize Corollary 3 to the reductive case.
An application to graph theory
Another consequence of Theorem 2 is a combinatorial local characterization of certain graphs similar to the main result of [3] . Before we can state that result we have to introduce some additional terminology. Let F be a field with an automorphism σ of order 2 such that both (F, σ) and (Fix F (σ), id) are Iwasawa pairs. Furthermore, let V be a six-dimensional F-vector space endowed with an anisotropic σ-hermitian sesquilinear form. Define S(V ) to be the graph with the 2-dimensional subspaces of V as vertices and adjacency given by orthogonality. Because of this definition it makes sense to use the symbol ⊥ for adjacency.
There exists a well known group-theoretical characterization of S(V ) as follows. Let G ∼ = SL 6 (F), so that G has an F-locally split root group datum {U α } α∈Φ of type A 5 . Let θ be the σ-twisted Chevalley involution of the group G, let K := Fix G (θ) and, for α ∈ Φ, denote by (X α ) θ the fixed point subgroup of the rank one group X α = U α , U −α . Then S(V ) is isomorphic to the graph on the K-conjugates of (X α ) θ with the commutation relation as adjacency. This setup allows us to define the graph S for any connected split semisimple algebraic F-group, so that for instance it makes sense to use the symbol S(E 6 (F)). In this notation, we have
The proof of [3, Theorem 4.1.2], which deals with the special case of F = C and σ complex conjugation, applies verbatim to the setting just introduced, so that we obtain the following result. Recall that, if ∆ is a graph, one says that a graph Γ is locally ∆, if for each vertex x ∈ Γ the subgraph of Γ induced on the neighbors of x is isomorphic to ∆. Then Γ is a quotient of S(A 7 (F)) or of S(E 6 (F)).
An application to group theory
Finally, as explained in [3, Section 4.6], Theorem 4 implies the following group-theoretic statement via a standard argument. All twisted groups are understood to be anisotropic forms of connected split semisimple algebraic groups with respect to the Chevalley involution composed with the indicated field automorphism. 
(v) G = K, gKg ; moreover, there exists z ∈ K ∩ gKg which is a gKg-conjugate of x and a K-conjugate of gxg.
Organization of the article
In Section 2 we quickly recall the definitions of a (twin) BN -pair and a root group datum. In Section 3 we collect basic facts about flips of groups with a root group datum and provide a localto-global argument that reduces the proof of Theorem 2 to the study of flips of rank one groups.
In Section 4 we thoroughly study flips of (P)SL 2 (F) and in Section 5 we use Moufang sets in order to generalize some of our results for (P)SL 2 (F) to arbitrary rank one groups. In particular, we study flips of (P)SL 2 (D), where D is an arbitrary division ring.
2 Twin BN -pairs and root group data (i) B ε wB −ε sB −ε = B ε wsB −ε for ε = ± and all w ∈ W , s ∈ S such that l(ws) < l(w);
The conjugates of B + and B − in G are called the Borel subgroups of G.
The twin BN -pair is called saturated, if
From a geometric point of view there is no loss in restricting one's attention to saturated twin BN -pairs by [1, Lemma 6 .85]. A group G admitting a BN -pair satisfies G = w∈W BwB, the Bruhat decomposition of G. For each s ∈ S the set P s := B ∪ BsB is a subgroup of G. A Tits system (G, B, N, S) leads to a building whose set of chambers equals G/B and whose distance function δ : G/B × G/B → W is given by δ(gB, hB) = w if and only if Bh −1 gB = BwB. A group G with a twin BN -pair hence yields two buildings G/B + and G/B − with distance functions δ + and δ − . Furthermore, it admits the Birkhoff decomposition G = w∈W B + wB − from which we can define the codistance function
In the present paper we are only interested in (twin) buildings coming from a group with a (twin) BN -pair. For detailed treatments of the theory of buildings we refer to [1] , [7] , [42] , [46] , [50] . Twin buildings are treated in [39] , [49] .
Let (W, S) be a Coxeter system and let Φ be the set of its roots. Following [9] a root is a set of the form wα s , where w ∈ W and α s = {x ∈ W | l(sx) = l(x) + 1} with length function l of W with respect to the generating set S. Moreover, let Π be a system of fundamental roots of Φ and, for ε = ±, let Φ ε denote the set of positive, resp. negative roots of Φ with respect to Π. For a root α ∈ Φ, denote by s α the reflection of W which permutes α and −α. For each w ∈ W , define Φ w := {α ∈ Φ + | wα ∈ Φ − }. A pair {α, β} of roots is called prenilpotent if α ∩ β and (−α) ∩ (−β) are both non-empty. In that case denote by [α, β] the set of all roots γ of Φ such that α ∩ β ⊆ γ and (−α) ∩ (−β) ⊆ −γ, and set ]α,
The following definition of a root group datum is taken from [8] .
Definition 2.3.
A root group datum of type (W, S) for a group G is a family {U α } α∈Φ of subgroups (the root subgroups) of G satisfying the following axioms, where
we obtain a twin BN -pair of G, which by the above leads to a twin building on which G acts. We set X α := U α , U −α and X α,β := X α , X β . A root group datum is called locally split if the group T is abelian and if for each α ∈ Φ there is a field F α such that the root group datum
3 From local to global and back
We start this section by discussing very basic properties of flips of twin buildings and of groups with a twin BN -pair. For a more thorough treatment beyond what is needed in the present article we refer the reader to [23] . We now give the definition of a flip of a twin building and describe the correspondence between a BN -flip and a flip of the twin building induced by the twin BN -pair. We refer to [23] and [28] for a more general treatment of flips. Originally, the concept of a flip of a twin building has been introduced in [6] .
A building flip is an involutory permutation θ of C + ∪ C − with the following properties:
(ii) θ flips the distances, i.e., for ε = ± and for all x, y ∈ C ε we have δ ε (x, y) = δ −ε (x θ , y θ ); and (iii) θ preserves the codistance, i.e., for ε = ± and for all x ∈ C ε , y ∈ C −ε we have
If, additionally, Proof. Recall from Definition 2.2 that B consists of the buildings G/B ε with distance functions δ ε : G/B ε × G/B ε → W satisfying δ ε (gB ε , hB ε ) = w if and only if B ε g −1 hB ε = B ε wB ε for ε = ±. These buildings are twinned by the codistance function δ * :
implies that θ interchanges the two parts of the twin building. The image of
whence θ preserves the codistance. Finally, the chamber B + is mapped onto its opposite chamber B − . Altogether, this implies that θ induces a Phan involution on the twin building B. 
Then θ centralizes the Weyl group N/T . In particular, θ is a BN -flip.
Proof. For each s ∈ S the set P s := B + ∪ B + sB + is a rank one parabolic subgroup of positive sign of G. Let n s be a representative of s in N . Then P
is a parabolic subgroup of negative sign of G, as it is the image of a subgroup of G under the group automorphism θ and contains B − . It consists of precisely two Bruhat double cosets, implying it must be a rank one parabolic subgroup. Hence n θ s is a representative of some s ′ ns ∈ S. As s ′ is independent of the choice of n s , the map θ induces a permutation of S by setting s θ := s ′ ns . Since θ maps every Borel group containing T to an opposite one, for every s ∈ S the chamber sB + is opposite to the chamber s θ B − in the associated twin building B. 
Proof. In view of the preceding proposition it remains to note that the final statement of the corollary follows from the main result of [10] , since θ maps bounded subgroups of G to bounded subgroups of G, because it acts on the building.
Remark 3.7. If in Corollary 3.6 the root system Φ does not admit a direct summand of type A 1 , then [1, Lemma 8.17 ] also implies that θ preserves root subgroups and hence normalizes U α , U −α for each (simple) root α, because θ acts on the building.
Proof. By definition, θ is an involution. Furthermore, the Borel subgroup B + is generated by T and the set of root groups associated to the positive root system Φ + ⊂ Φ. More precisely, [8, Corollary 5.3] , the involution θ stabilizes T and maps B + to B − = T. U −α | α ∈ Φ + . Finally, θ acts trivially on W = N/T as each root α of the root lattice of W is mapped onto its negative −α, which means that the reflection given by α is mapped onto the reflection given by −α, which is identical to the reflection given by α.
Lemma 3.9. Let F be a field with at least four elements, let σ be an automorphism of F of order 1 or 2, let G be a group with a 2-spherical F-locally split root group datum. Then G admits a σ-twisted Chevalley involution.
Proof. By [2] (and also by the unpublished manuscript [34] ) the group G is a universal enveloping group of the amalgam α,β∈Π X α,β for a system Π of fundamental roots of Φ. This means that any automorphism of α,β∈Π X α,β induces an automorphism of G. For each pair α, β ∈ Π the σ-twisted Chevalley involution of the split semisimple algebraic group X α,β induces σ-twisted Chevalley involutions θ α on X α and θ β on X β . Therefore there exists an involution of the amalgam α,β∈Π X α,β inducing θ α on X α . Consequently there exists an involution θ on its universal enveloping group G inducing θ α on each subgroup X α . This involution θ of G by construction is a σ-twisted Chevalley involution of G.
We now turn our attention to a local-to-global analysis of Iwasawa decompositions. It is wellknown that an adjacency-preserving action of a group G on a connected chamber system C over I is transitive if and only if there exists a chamber c ∈ C such that for each i ∈ I the normalizer N G ([c] i ) acts transitively on the i-panel [c] i of C containing c. It is implied by the following observation concerning permutation groups, whose proof is left to the reader. Proposition 3.10. Let X be a set endowed with a family of equivalence relations (∼ i ) i∈I ⊆ X ×X such that the transitive hull of i∈I ∼ i equals X × X. Moreover, let G be a group acting on X as permutations preserving each equivalence relation. If there exists a point p ∈ X such that the normalizer We finally have assembled all tools required to prove our main result up to the rank one analysis conducted in the remainder of this article.
Proof of Theorem 2. Assume the existence of an Iwasawa decomposition of G. By definition there exists an involution θ of G such that G = G θ B + . Hence any Borel subgroup of G is mapped onto an opposite one, so that by Corollary 3.6 the involution θ centralizes the Weyl group N/T and, for any simple root α, normalizes the group X α := U α , U −α , which by F-local splitness is isomorphic to (P)SL 2 (F). In particular the restriction θ |Xα of θ to X α is a BN -flip.
We now argue that this restricted BN -flip induces an Iwasawa decomposition of X α . Let P α be the panel of the building corresponding to the root α. By Corollary 3.12 we know that (G Pα ) θ = G Pα ∩ G θ acts transitively on P α , and it remains to show that this is also the case for (X α ) θ = X α ∩ G θ . First observe that P −α = θ(P α ) and hence (G Pα ) θ also stabilizes the panel
We conclude that x ∈ B + ∩ B − = T . Moreover, the group U α < X α stabilizes B + and acts transitively on P −α . Thus, in fact (G Pα ) θ = (X α T ) ∩ G θ . Any t ∈ T \ X α acts trivially on P α . Hence, since (G Pα ) θ acts transitively on P α , so does (X α ) θ . Accordingly X α admits an Iwasawa decomposition.
Therefore, by Corollary 4.6 below, the field F admits an automorphism σ with the required properties.
For the converse implication, let θ be the σ-twisted Chevalley involution of G. For each α ∈ Φ the involution θ induces a BN -flip θ α on X α . By Proposition 4.5 below, these induced flips are transitive. Hence by Corollary 3.12, we have G = G θ B + , proving that G admits an Iwasawa decomposition.
Transitive involutions
As we have seen in the preceding section, the key to understanding Iwasawa decompositions lies in the structure of the rank one groups. Since we are interested in groups with a locally split root group datum, we can restrict our attention to flip automorphisms of SL 2 (F) and PSL 2 (F) where F is an arbitrary field.
In Section 4.1 we classify all suitable flip automorphisms of these two groups. We use that all automorphisms of PSL 2 (F) are induced via projection from automorphisms of SL 2 (F), which follows from the fact that SL 2 is perfect, if |F| ≥ 4, and is easily verified over the fields of two and three elements. Alternatively, one can use the classification of endomorphisms of Steinberg groups or apply the results in [38] . Hence it suffices here to study flips of SL 2 (F).
In Section 4.2 we compute the fixed point groups of these flips and give a geometric interpretation for a rank one Iwasawa decomposition. This finally enables us to give a nice sufficient and necessary algebraic criterion for such a local Iwasawa decomposition in Section 4.3.
Furthermore, in Section 5, we study flips of general Moufang sets which correspond to arbitrary rank one groups. Our aim is to show that it seems feasible to extend the theory to groups beyond F-locally split ones. As a first step we present some results for SL 2 (D) for a division ring D.
Flip automorphisms of G = SL 2 (F)
In order to be able to understand flips of G = SL 2 (F) we need to specify a suitable root group datum of G. To this end consider SL 2 (F) as a matrix group acting on its natural module and let T denote the subgroup of diagonal matrices, which is a maximal torus of G. Let U + and U − denote the subgroups of upper resp. lower triangular unipotent matrices, which are the root subgroups with respect to the root system of type A 1 associated to T . The standard Borel subgroups of G then are the groups B + := T.U + , B − := T.U − . Finally, set N := N G (T ) to obtain a BN -pair. Consider a BN -flip θ with respect to this BN -pair, i.e. an involutory automorphism θ of G which interchanges B + and B − and centralizes N/T . It follows that θ stabilizes T and interchanges U + and U − .
Let K := C G (θ), the fixed point group of θ. Then θ induces an Iwasawa decomposition G = KB + if and only if K acts transitively on the projective line P 1 (F) = G/B + . In this case θ is called transitive. Since θ interchanges U + and U − and since the root subgroups are isomorphic to (F, +), there must exist a group automorphism φ ∈ Aut(F, +) such that the equalities
and
hold. This weak assumption implies much stronger properties of φ, as the next lemma shows.
Lemma 4.1. The group automorphism φ ∈ Aut(F, +) induces an involution θ ∈ Aut(SL 2 (F)) if and only if φ(x) = εx σ for some field automorphism σ ∈ Aut(F) of order 1 or 2 and some ε ∈ Fix F (σ).
Proof. The key here is to use the following equation derived from the Steinberg relations for Chevalley groups of rank one for various values s, t ∈ F
× , u ∈ F:
Assume θ is an involution induced by some group automorphism φ of (F, +) as described in (4.1).
In case s = t we can thus apply θ to (4.2) and obtain the equality
Reducing (4.3) further by setting u = t and expanding the left side, we arrive at
which readily implies φ −1 (t) = φ(
(note that ε = 0 since φ is an automorphism of the group (F, +)), we again use (4.2), this time for u = 0 and arbitrary s and t. We obtain
We use this equality twice, once substituting (y, xy) for (s, t) and once (1, x) for (s, t) in order to obtain our final equality
. This allows us to conclude that σ(xy) = σ(x)σ(y). We already know that σ(x + y) = σ(x) + σ(y), σ(0) = 0, σ(1) = 1, and hence σ ∈ Aut(F) as required. Furthermore, σ(ε) = ε since
Finally σ 2 = id, since
The converse implication, deriving a group automorphism θ of SL 2 (F) from a given group automorphism φ of (F, +), results from the fact that the following automorphism restricts as required to U + resp. U − :
For an alternative proof see [28, Section 3.1.1].
Definition 4.2. For a field automorphism σ of F of order 1 or 2 and δ ∈ Fix F (σ) define
By slight abuse of notation, we will use the same symbol θ δ,σ to denote the induced flip on PSL 2 (F).
Centralizers of flips
We now turn our attention to the centralizers of a given flip θ. It is easy to verify that
which is precisely the group preserving the σ-sesquilinear form f (x, y) := x T 1 0 0 δ y σ on the vector space F 2 and its associated unitary form q(x) := f (x, x). This alternative characterization will turn out to be quite useful.
For PSL 2 (F), the situation is slightly different. Let Z denote the center of SL 2 (F). By definition PSL 2 (F) = SL 2 (F)/Z, so that the centralizer of θ in PSL 2 (F) is C PSL2(F) (θ) = {gZ ∈ PSL 2 (F) | (gZ) θ = gZ}. We are mainly interested in the action of this centralizer on P 1 (F). Since the action of PSL 2 (F) is induced by that of SL 2 (F), this means studying the preimage of the centralizer in SL 2 (F). This suggests the following definition: Definition 4.3. Let θ be an automorphism of SL 2 (F). We define the projective centralizer of θ in SL 2 (F) as the group P C SL2(F) (θ) := {g ∈ SL 2 (F) | g θ ∈ gZ}, which is the preimage of C PSL 2 (θ) in SL 2 (F) under the canonical projection π : SL 2 → PSL 2 .
We compute
While K δ,σ preserves the σ-sesquilinear form f (x, y) and its associated unitary form q(x), the group P K δ,σ preserves these forms up to sign.
Transitivity of centralizers of flips
The observations of the previous sections allows us to characterize when θ δ,σ is transitive. Set N : F → F : a → aa σ . Note that q ( Proof. Due to the transitivity of P K δ,σ on P 1 (F), there exists g ∈ P K δ,σ such that g ( 1 0 ) = ( 0 x ) for some x = 0. Thus
with ε ∈ {−1, +1}, whence δ = εN (x −1 ). If ε = −1, then q would be isotropic, as q ( Because of the preceding lemma it remains to determine when exactly θ 1,σ is transitive.
Proposition 4.5. The involution θ 1,σ is transitive if and only if −1 is not a norm, and the sum of two norms is ε times a norm, where ε ∈ {+1, −1}.
Proof. Assume θ 1,σ is transitive. Take an arbitrary nonzero vector (
proving that a sum of two norms is a norm or −1 times a norm. Furthermore, −1 is not a norm as else there would be x ∈ F with N (x) = −1 and we would obtain the isotropic vector ( 1 x ) contradicting transitivity.
For the converse implication assume that the sum of two norms is a norm or −1 times a norm, and −1 is not a norm. It suffices to show that there exists an element of P K 1,σ that maps an arbitrary non-trivial vector ( 
Fields permitting Iwasawa decompositions
Besides the real closed fields and the field of complex numbers there exist lots of fields admitting automorphisms that satisfy the conditions of Corollary 4.6. For instance any pythagorean formally real field F satisfies the conditions of Corollary 4.6 with respect to the identity automorphism as does F[ √ −1] with respect to the non-trivial Galois automorphism. Such fields have been studied very thoroughly, cf. [32] , [33] , [41] . In the PSL 2 (F) case, the finite fields F q with q ≡ 3 mod 4 yield additional examples.
Inspired by classical Lie theory and the passage from complex Lie groups to their split real forms, the question arises when an Iwasawa decomposition G = G θ B + of a group G with an F-locally split root group datum with respect to an involution θ involving a non-trivial field automorphism σ : F → F implies the existence of an Iwasawa decomposition over the field Fix F (σ) with respect to an involution involving the trivial field automorphism on Fix F (σ). The following example shows that this in general is not the case.
Example 4.7. Let F be a formally real field which is not pythagorean and admits four square classes. Such fields exist, see for example [45] . This means exactly two square classes contain absolutely positive elements, so that there exists a unique ordering. Choose a positive non-square element w ∈ F. Set α := √ −w andF :
which is a non-negative number, hence either a square or a square multiple of w. Hence there exist z 0 and z 1 in F such that 
Moufang sets
In this last section, we turn our attention to the study of Moufang sets. Our motivation is Corollary 3.6 which states that in order to understand flips of arbitrary non-split groups with a root group datum one needs to understand flips of arbitrary rank one subgroups. Moufang sets are essentially equivalent to these and seem to be the natural setting to study flips. For a concise introduction to Moufang sets, we refer the interested reader to [12] .
Maybe Moufang sets, or rather Moufang sets with transitive flips (cf. Sections 5.2 and 5.3), can be used for a better understanding of certain anisotropic forms of reductive algebraic groups. Indeed, the machinery developed in this paper implies that an anisotropic form K of a reductive algebraic group G acts transitively on the building B of G if and only if there exists a chamber c of B such that, for each i-panel P containing c, the stabilizer K P acts transitively on P , cf. Corollary 3.12. Therefore any result about Moufang sets with transitive flips has immediate consequences for certain classes of anisotropic algebraic groups, namely those which act transitively on a building.
Moufang sets and pointed Moufang sets
In order to be consistent with the standard notation used in the theory of Moufang sets we will always denote the action of a permutation on a set on the right, i.e. we will write aϕ rather than ϕ(a). Definition 5.1. A Moufang set is a set X together with a collection of subgroups (U x ) x∈X , such that each U x is a subgroup of Sym(X) fixing x and acting regularly (i.e. sharply transitively) on X \ {x}, and such that each U x permutes the set {U y | y ∈ X} by conjugation. The group G := U x | x ∈ X is called the little projective group of the Moufang set; the groups U x are called root groups.
Our approach to Moufang sets is taken from [13] . Let M = (X, (U x ) x∈X ) be an arbitrary Moufang set, and assume that two of the elements of X are called 0 and ∞. Let U := X \ {∞}. Each α ∈ U ∞ is uniquely determined by the image of 0 under α. If 0α = a, we write α =: α a . Hence U ∞ = {α a | a ∈ U }. We make U into a (not necessarily abelian) group with composition + and identity 0, by setting
Clearly, U ∼ = U ∞ . Now let τ be an element of G interchanging 0 and ∞. (Such an element always exists, since G is doubly transitive on X.) By the definition of a Moufang set, we have
for all a ∈ U . In particular, the Moufang set M is completely determined by the group U and the permutation τ ; we will denote it by M = M(U, τ ).
Remark 5.2. In view of equation (5.1), it makes sense to use the convention that a + ∞ = ∞ + a = ∞ for all a ∈ U .
The following two definitions may appear technical at first sight, but it turns out that they play a key role in the theory of Moufang sets.
Definition 5.4. For each a ∈ U * = U \{0}, we define a Hua map to be
if we use the convention of Remark 5.2, then we can write this explicitly as h a : X → X :
Observe that each h a fixes the elements 0 and ∞. We define the Hua subgroup of M as H := h a | a ∈ U * . By [13, Theorem 3.1], the group H equals G 0,∞ := Stab G (0, ∞), and by [13, Theorem 3.2] , the restriction of each Hua map to U is additive, i.e. H ≤ Aut(U ). g → β −1 gβ maps each root group U x isomorphically onto the corresponding root group V xβ . An automorphism of M = (X, (U x ) x∈X ) is an isomorphism from M to itself. The group of all automorphisms of M will be denoted by Aut(M). Now we introduce pointed Moufang sets, which will be Moufang sets with a fixed identity element. We will then, in analogy with the theory of Jordan algebras, introduce the notions of an isotope of a pointed Moufang set, and we will define Jordan isomorphisms between Moufang sets. e , and the Hua maps are the maps h a := τ µ a = µ −e µ a for all a ∈ U * . We also define the opposite Hua maps
Note that, in contrast with Moufang sets which are not pointed, the maps τ , h a and g a are completely determined by the data (M, e). On the other hand, there can be many different elements f for which (M, e) = (M, f ), namely all those for which µ e = µ f . Definition 5.9. Let (M, e) and (M ′ , f ) be two pointed Moufang sets, with M = M(U, ρ) and
is an isomorphism from U to U ′ mapping e to f and extending to a Moufang set isomorphism from M to M ′ (by mapping ∞ to ∞ ′ ). A pointed isomorphism from (M, e) to itself is called a pointed automorphism of (M, e), and the group of all pointed automorphisms is denoted by Aut(M, e).
Observe that G ∩ Aut(M, e) = C H (e).
Definition 5.10. Let (M, e) be a pointed Moufang set, and let a ∈ U * be arbitrary. Then (M, a) is called the a-isotope of (M, e), or simply an isotope if one does not want to specify the element a. The τ -map and the Hua maps of (M, a) will be denoted by τ (a) and h 
for all a, b ∈ U * .
Our notion of an a-isotope is, in a certain sense, the inverse of the usual notion of an a-isotope in (quadratic) Jordan algebras, where our a-isotope would be called the a for all a ∈ U * . The group of all isotopies from (M, e) to an isotope is called the structure group of (M, e), and is denoted by Str(M, e). Note that it is not clear whether Str(M, e) ≤ Aut(M). Also observe that G ∩ Str(M, e) = H; we call H the inner structure group of (M, e).
Flips of Moufang sets
Our goal in this section is to determine all involutions θ ∈ Aut(G) interchanging U ∞ and U 0 . Such an involution θ maps each α a to some γ aϕ and each γ b to some α bψ . Since θ ∈ Aut(G), we have ϕ, ψ ∈ Aut(U ). Moreover, θ 2 = id implies ψ = ϕ −1 . In particular, θ is competely determined by ϕ. More precisely, for each ϕ ∈ Aut(U ), we define
the question is when θ ϕ extends to an automorphism of G. Observe that if θ ϕ extends, then this extension is unique and is involutory, since θ is involutory on U ∞ ∪ U 0 and G = U ∞ ∪ U 0 . Proof. Let θ := θ ϕ and β := ϕτ . Assume first that θ extends to an automorphism χ of G. Then
for all a ∈ U . Since θ 2 is the identity on U ∞ ∪ U 0 and since G = U ∞ , U 0 , this implies that χ 2 = 1 and hence β 2 = 1. Conversely, assume that β 2 = 1, and let χ β be as in Definition 5.7. Then for all a ∈ U ,
hence χ β and θ coincide on U ∞ ∪ U 0 . Note that χ β is an (inner) automorphism of Sym(X), and hence the same calculation as in equation (5.5) (with χ β in place of χ) shows that β ∈ Aut(M). Hence the restriction of χ β to G is an automorphism of G; this is the (unique) extension of θ to an element of Aut(G). Finally, since we have just shown that β ∈ Aut(M) and since obviously τ ∈ Aut(M), we conclude that ϕ ∈ Aut(M) as well.
Definition 5.13. An automorphism ϕ ∈ Aut(U ) with the property that (ϕτ ) 2 = 1 will be called a flip automorphism of M.
The following theorem gives important information about such flip automorphisms.
Theorem 5.14. Let M be a Moufang set, and let ϕ be a flip automorphism of M. Then
Proof. For each a ∈ U * , the map g a is the Hua map of a with τ replaced by τ −1 , and hence g aϕ = τ −1 α aϕ τ α −aϕτ τ −1 α −(−(−aϕτ ))τ −1 for all a ∈ U * . Using the facts that α and (−a)ϕ = −aϕ several times, we get ϕ
In particular, if e is an identity element of M, then h e = 1 and hence ϕ −1 g eϕ = ϕ. It follows that ϕg
aϕ and hence h a ϕ = ϕh
aϕ for all a ∈ U * , proving that ϕ ∈ Str(M, e). The fact that ϕ ∈ Aut(M) was shown in Proposition 5.12 above.
We will now illustrate the strength of Theorem 5.14 by explicitly determining all flips of PSL 2 (D), where D is a field or a skew field. This can be considered as a natural extension of the results from Lemma 4.1 to the non-commutative case. (ii) Conversely, suppose that either σ is an anti-automorphism of order 2 and ε ∈ Fix D (σ) is arbitrary, or σ is an automorphism such that σ
Proof. (i) Observe that 1 ∈ D
* is an identity element of M; also note that τ 2 = id. For all a, b ∈ U * , we have bh a = aba. The condition (ϕτ ) 2 = 1 translates to
for all a ∈ D * . Let ε := 1ϕ; then bh
Theorem 5.14, ϕ ∈ Str(M, e), which means that bh a ϕ = bϕh 
If σ is an automorphism, then this can be rewritten as εσ 2 (a) = aε, or σ 2 (a) = ε −1 aε; if σ is an anti-automorphism, we get σ 2 (a)ε = aε, i.e. σ 2 = 1.
(ii) It suffices to check that equation (5.6) holds. This amounts to checking that εσ(a
It is straightforward to check that this is valid in both cases.
By [38] the flips of SL 2 (D) are just the lifts of the flips of PSL 2 (D).
Transitivity of the obvious flip
Definition 5.16. If τ 2 = id, then ϕ = 1 is a flip automorphism. We will call the corresponding automorphism θ 1 of G (as defined in the beginning of this section) the obvious flip. Observe that θ 1 is just conjugation by τ . Proof. Assume that aτ = a for some a ∈ U * . Let g ∈ C G (τ ) be such that 0g = a. Then ∞g = 0τ g = 0gτ = aτ = a = 0g and hence ∞ = 0, a contradiction.
We now examine the transitivity of the obvious flip for M(D) where D is an arbitrary skew field. 
Proof. This is a straightforward calculation. Assume now that (ii) holds. Let a, b ∈ D * be arbitrary; we want to show that there exists some g ∈ C G (τ ) mapping ( Conversely, assume that C G (τ ) acts transitively on X. Let a, b ∈ D * be arbitrary; then there exists some g ∈ C G (τ ) mapping (ii) P C G (τ ) is transitive on X;
Proof. The equivalence between (i) and (ii) follows immediately from the definition of the projective centralizer P C G (τ ). The other equivalences are shown exactly as in the proof of Proposition 5.21 above. (ii) Let G = PSL 2 (D), and assume that for all a ∈ D * , we have 1 + h a ∈ {±1} · H. Then C G (τ ) acts transitively on X.
Proof. We only show (i). The proof of (ii) is completely similar. So let a ∈ D * be arbitrary, and assume that 1 + h a = h ∈ H. Then 1 + 1h a = 1h, i.e. 1 + a 2 = 1h. Write h = h x1 · · · h xn with x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ D * . Then 1h = x n · · · x 1 · 1 · x 1 · · · x n ≡ (x 1 · · · A natural extension of the study of the obvious flip would be to study its close relatives, the semiobvious flips, which are obtained by composing the obvious flip with a field (anti-)automorphism.
